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Beyond the Middle Kingdom
2011-04-15

this book breaks new ground by systematically examining china s capitalist transformation through several comparative lenses the great majority of research on china
to date has consisted of single country studies this is the result of the methodological demands of studying china and a sense of the country s distinctiveness due to
its grand size and long history the moniker middle kingdom a direct translation of the chinese language word for china is one of the most prominent symbols of the
country s supposed uniqueness composed of contributions from leading specialists on china s political economy this volume demonstrates the benefits of
systematically comparing china with other countries including france russia japan south korea indonesia india brazil and south africa doing so puts the people s
republic in a light not available through other approaches and it provides a chance to consider political theories by including an important case too often left out of
studies

Comparative Area Studies
2018

in comparative area studies the editors and contributors are motivated by two basic convictions first that intensive regional research remains indispensable to the
social sciences and second that this research risks becoming marginalized in the absence of concerted efforts to link it to disciplinary concepts and theories that have
relevance beyond a single region

International and Comparative Employment Relations
2020-07-25

the most comprehensive and authoritative comparative analysis of employment relations thomas kochan massachusetts institute of technology united states breaks
new ground as an integrated account of the forces shaping employment relations william brown university of cambridge united kingdom established as the standard
reference for a worldwide readership of students scholars and practitioners in international agencies governments companies and unions this text offers a systematic
overview of international employment relations chapters cover the united kingdom united states canada australia italy france germany denmark japan south korea
china and india experts examine the context of employment relations in each country economic historical legal social and political they consider the roles of the major
players employers unions and governments they outline the processes of employment relations collective bargaining and arbitration consultation and employee
involvement topical issues are discussed non unionised workplaces novel forms of human resource management labour law reform multinational enterprises
networked organisations differences between asian and western companies small and medium sized enterprises migrant workers technological change labour market
flexibility and pay determination this sixth edition is fully revised with an emphasis on globalisation and comparative theories including concepts of convergence it
offers a new framework for varieties of capitalism in the introduction and concludes with an insightful account of the forces shaping employment relations in the world
economy
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International and Comparative Employment Relations
2021-03-17

international and comparative employment relations text is the employment relations text for any lecturer taking a comparative approach and this seventh edition has
been thoroughly updated with new examples and discussion questions to engage students and encourage critical thinking

A Comparative History of World Philosophy
1998-02-27

a comparative history of world philosophy presents a personal yet balanced guide through what the author argues to be the three great philosophical traditions
chinese european and indian the book breaks through the cultural barriers between these traditions proving that despite their considerable differences fundamental
resemblances exist in their abstract principles ben ami scharfstein argues that western students of philosophy will profit considerably if they study indian and chinese
philosophy from the very beginning along with their own written with clarity and infused with an engaging narrative voice this book is organized thematically
presenting in virtually every chapter characteristic views from each tradition that represent similar positions in the core areas of metaphysics and epistemology at the
same time scharfstein develops each tradition historically as the chapters unfold he presents a great variety of philosophical positions fairly avoiding the relativism
and ethnocentrism that could easily plague a comparative presentation of western and non western philosophies

Comparative Political Systems
1994

this book focuses on the economic changes produced by different political systems and on the social impact of regime transformations it addresses several key policy
issues how does the policy process operate in various types of political systems what impact do public policies and policy outcomes wield on transformations in a
political system how does public policy preference in different political systems affect democracy capitalism and socialism

Slavic and Latin. Ilchester Lectures on Comparative Lexicography, Delivered at the Taylor
Institution, Oxford
2024-02-28

reprint of the original first published in 1883
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China's Capitalism
2019-03-15

since 1978 the end of the mao era economic growth in china has outperformed every previous economic expansion in modern history while the largest western
economies continue to struggle with the effects of the deepest recession since world war ii the people s republic of china still enjoys growth rates that are massive in
comparison in the country s smog choked cities a chaotic climate of buying and selling prevails tireless expansion and inventiveness join forces with an attitude of
national euphoria in which anything seems possible no longer merely the workshop of the world china is poised to become a global engine for innovation in china s
capitalism tobias ten brink considers the history of the socioeconomic order that has emerged in the people s republic with empirical evidence and a theoretical
foundation based in comparative and international political economy ten brink analyzes the main characteristics of china s socioeconomic system over time identifies
the key dynamics shaping this system s structure and discusses current trends in further capitalist development he argues that hegemonic state business alliances
mostly at the local level relative homogeneity of party state elites the maintenance of a low wage regime and unanticipated coincidences between domestic and
global processes are the driving forces behind china s rise he also surveys the limits to the state s influence over economic and social developments such as industrial
overcapacity and social conflict ten brink s framework reveals how combinations of three heterogeneous actors party state institutions firms and workers led to china
s distinctive form of capitalism presenting a coherent and historically nuanced portrait china s capitalism is essential reading for anyone interested in the
socioeconomic order of the people s republic and the significant challenges facing its continuing development

Contrast, Comparison, and Communication
1999

bringing together the author s major scholarly work on weber over the last thirty years max weber s comparative historical sociology today addresses major themes in
weber s thought whilst also examining the mode of analysis practised in his comparative historical writings by exploring weber s concepts and procedures the
individual chapters seek to convey the rigor of his research strategies demonstrating their uniqueness in this light this study proceeds to identify as incomplete and
then reconstruct the analyses undertaken by weber of the rise of confucianism in china the caste system in india and monotheism in ancient israel the analysis then
advances to the modern era utilising weber s research procedures to explain the origins of four independent phenomena the singularity of the american political
culture the cultural foundations of modern citizenship cultural pessimism kulturpessimismus in nineteenth century germany and the location of work in contemporary
german society a dialogue with a variety of recent major schools is pursued throughout this volume offering a rich examination of the major themes in weber s
sociology alongside a reconstruction of his mode of analysis and application of his approach this book will appeal to scholars around the world with interests in social
theory german and american societies cultural sociology political sociology the sociology of knowledge comparative historical sociology and the sociology of
civilizations

Max Weber's Comparative-Historical Sociology Today
2017-03-02

in slavery in Árpád era hungary in a comparative context cameron sutt examines servile labour in the first three centuries of the hungarian kingdom and compares it
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with dependent labour in carolingian europe

Slavery in Árpád-era Hungary in a Comparative Context
2015-07-28

this book looks at the fall and persistence of empires from the perspective of the powers that replaced them and compares several cases between china and the west
in the first millennium ce with surprisingly similar beginnings and different outcomes

Ten Great Religions--: An essay in comparative theology, 33d ed.-(pt. II] A comparison of all
religions, 16th ed
1894

in the representations of women in the middle kingdom tombs of officials lubica hudáková offers an in depth analysis of female iconography in the decorative
programme of middle kingdom non royal tombs highlighting changes and innovations in comparison to the old kingdom previously considered too uniform the study
represents the first systematic investigation of two dimensional images of women and reveals their variability in space and time hudáková examines the roles
appointed to women by analyzing how they are depicted in a variety of contexts taking into account their postures gestures garments hairstyles size of the body age
as well as attributes and tools used by them along with the scene orientation she traces diachronic and diatopic developments and regional traditions in the middle
kingdom tomb decoration

Emerging Powers in Eurasian Comparison, 200–1100
2022-11-07

an encyclopedia unlike any other this work focuses on lobbying corruption and political influence in america to inspire readers to think critically about the u s
government and to appreciate the opportunities of citizenship even before the founding of the republic james madison expressed the concern that special interest
influence could become adverse to the rights of other citizens as well as the permanent and aggregate interests of the community in modern times examples of
lobbying scandals and corruption associated with political campaign contributions abound and yet our political system can and does further the larger goals of
american democracy suited for advanced high school students undergraduates and general readers this set examines the three powerful forces that affect every level
of government but typically operate out of public view this three volume work exhaustively covers the evolution and impact of lobbying political influence and
corruption from the colonial era to today volume 1 contains detailed scholarly essays on various aspects of lobbying corruption and political influence volume 2
comprises informative a z entries on people events laws organizations and legal decisions the entries demonstrate the linkages among the topics but give equal
attention to each as an independent influence on u s government and politics developments since 1990 and the extensive proliferation of the internet and social
media receive additional emphasis volume 3 contains primary documents that include executive orders court cases state and federal lobbying forms and codes of
conduct related to lobbying campaign finance reform and anti corruption measures
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The Representations of Women in the Middle Kingdom Tombs of Officials
2019-07-22

china s economic growth has been revolutionary and is the foundation of its increasingly prominent role in world affairs it is the world s second biggest economy the
largest manufacturing and trading nation the consumer of half the world s steel and coal the biggest source of international tourists and one of the most influential
investors in developing countries from southeast asia to africa to latin america multinational companies make billions of dollars in profits in china each year while
traders around the world shudder at every gyration of the country s unruly stock markets perhaps paradoxically its capitalist economy is governed by an authoritarian
communist party that shows no sign of loosening its grip china is frequently in the news whether because of trade disputes the challenges of its belt and road initiative
for global infrastructure or its increasing military strength china s political and technological challenges created by a country whose political system and values differ
dramatically from most of the other major world economies creates uncertainty and even fear china s economy what everyone needs to know is a concise introduction
to the most astonishing economic and political story of the last three decades arthur kroeber enhances our understanding of china s changes and their implications
among the essential questions he answers are how did china grow so fast for so long can it keep growing and still solve its problems of environmental damage fast
rising debt and rampant corruption how long can its vibrant economy co exist with the repressive one party state how do china s changes affect the rest of the world
this thoroughly revised and updated second edition includes a comprehensive discussion of the origins and development of the us china strategic rivalry including
trump s trade war and the race for technological supremacy it also explores the recent changes in china s political system reflecting xi jinping s emergence as the
most powerful leader since mao zedong it includes insights on changes in china s financial sector covering the rise and fall of the shadow banking sector and china s
increasing integration with global financial markets and it covers china s rapid technological development and the rise of its global internet champions such as alibaba
and tencent

Dirty Deals? [3 volumes]
2014-09-16

how do we know the other culture how do such inquiries impact on our knowledge of our own culture these questions lie at the heart of comparative intercultural
studies as a theoretical inquiry into how conceptual resources of cultures such as explicit and implicit categories of thought may pre figure our perspectives this book
re conceives and reorients comparative intercultural inquiry by arguing for the importance of an epistemological approach and for its potential to transform current
critical paradigms in contrast to approaches that emphasize primarily the political and the ethical by critically engaging with and developing the insights of scholars
and thinkers from both anglo american and continental traditions the book makes a significant meta critical contribution to a rethinking of comparative intercultural
studies and literary theory it will be of interest to students and scholars in comparative literature english world literature and global and translation studies

China's Economy
2020-06-05

this is a collection of essays focused on problems concerning the philosophy of technology the concept of nature the relationships between policy and economic
development on the one hand and technological development on the other hand with respect to philosophical principles historical and cultural background both in
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western and chinese civilization

Conditions of Comparison
2011-08-04

this excellent book provides descriptions of all the known old and middle kingdom tombs at thebes somewhat neglected in comparison to their new kingdom
counterparts the features of the tombs are explained and illustrated with plans and photographs and the social status of the occupants analysed linking sections
provide historical context and trace the development of tomb architecture and burial practice

Technological Development, Society And State: Western And Chinese Civilizations In Comparison -
Proceedings Of The Joint Conference
1991-10-16

as russia and china leave communism behind they struggle to forge a new political ideology for a new era

Old and Middle Kingdom Theban Tombs
2009

this book shows how international trade was a key part of the classic western policy of containment towards the soviet union in the cold war in the late 1970s trade
and containment may summarise the new relation that communist china moulded with the capitalistic west in the late 1970s ideology had become less important and
a rapprochement between the prc people s republic of china and the western powers over trade with the purpose of isolating and weakening the common russian rival
was practically unavoidable within a relatively short span of time the balance of power in the indo pacific area had been reversed simply put beijing s market was too
big to be ignored and the atlantic allies collaborated sometimes even competing with each other to allow china access to the centres of world finance however the
western powers had not realised that beijing would never pursue alignment with them on the contrary the increased trading and financial linkage with capitalistic
countries gave china room to manoeuvre enabling it to play the western states off against each other this book will be of much interest to students of cold war studies
chinese history foreign policy and international relations

The Return of Ideology
2016-07-06

this book summarizes recent advances in the work on agenda setting in a comparative perspective the book first presents and explains the data gathering effort
undertaken within the comparative agendas project over the past ten years individual country chapters then present the research undertaken within the many
national projects the third section illustrates the possibilities and directions for new research in comparative public policy using the data presented in this book all the
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data used and discussed in the book is moreover publicly available the book represents a significant contribution to the study of comparative public policy by
introducing a unified research infrastructure it opens up new possibilities for both empirical and theoretical research in this area

Britain, the US and China’s Anti-Soviet Stance in the Cold War
2023-08-04

during the second half of the twentieth century the countries of east asia saw one of the most remarkable transformations in human history from relatively poor
societies to global powerhouses of accumulation proletarianisation and mega urbanisation this volume features marxist scholars from east asia and europe who are
pioneering a new approach to this transformation using the theory of state capitalism the essays analyse the histories of countries on either side of the cold war divide
within the broader framework of twentieth century global capitalist expansion while at the same time offering a sophisticated critique of developmental state theory
contributors are tobias ten brink gareth dale jeong seongjin michael haynes kim ha young kim yong uk lee jeong goo and owen miller

Comparative Policy Agendas
2019

in the thirty years since the opening of china s economy china s economic growth has been nothing short of phenomenal at the same time however its employment
relations system has undergone a gradual but fundamental transformation from stable and permanent employment with good benefits often called the iron rice bowl
to a system characterized by highly precarious employment with no benefits for about 40 percent of the population similar transitions have occurred in other countries
such as korea although perhaps not at such a rapid pace as in china this shift echoes the move from breadwinning careers to contingent employment in the
postindustrial united states in from iron rice bowl to informalization an interdisciplinary group of authors examines the nature causes and consequences of informal
employment in china at a time of major changes in chinese society this book provides a guide to the evolving dynamics among workers unions ngos employers and
the state as they deal with the new landscape of insecure employment

State Capitalism and Development in East Asia since 1945
2023-08-28

archives are considered to be collections of administrative legal commercial and other records or the actual place where they are located they have become
ubiquitous in the modern world but emerged not much later than the invention of writing following foucault who first used the word archive in a metaphorical sense as
the general system of the formation and transformation of statements in his archaeology of knowledge 1969 postmodern theorists have tried to exploit the potential
of this concept and initiated the archival turn in recent years however archives have attracted the attention of anthropologists and historians of different
denominations regarding them as historical objects and grounding them again in real institutions the papers in this volume explore the complex topic of the archive in
a historical systematic and comparative context and view it in the broader context of manuscript cultures by addressing questions like how by whom and for which
purpose were archival records produced and if they differ from literary manuscripts regarding materials formats and producers scribes
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From Iron Rice Bowl to Informalization
2011-08-15

this comprehensive research companion examines the theory practice and historical development of the principle of federalism from the ancient period to the
contemporary world the scope and range of the volume is unparalleled it will provide the reader with a firm understanding of federalism as issues of federalism
promise to play an ever more important role in shaping our world

Manuscripts and Archives
2018-02-19

in 1895 96 william matthew flinders petrie and james edward quibell discovered a shaft tomb below the ramesseum the funerary temple of ramses ii at thebes egypt
this is most famous for having the largest group of middle kingdom papyri also known as the ramesseum papyri found in a single spot together with a number of
distinctive objects such as carved ivory tusks and miniature figurines in various materials dated around xviii century bc gianluca miniaci attempts to thoroughly
reconstruct the archaeological context of the tomb the exact find spot forgotten afterwards its discovery its architecture the identity of its owner s and recipient s of
the assemblage of artifacts a detailed analysis of the single artifacts provided for the first with full color photographic records and drawings and their network of
relations gives new life to the ramesseum assemblage after more than a century from its discovery

The Ashgate Research Companion to Federalism
2013-03-28

approaches and methods in comparative education are of obvious importance but do not always receive adequate attention this second edition of a well received
book containing thoroughly updated and additional material contributes new insights within the longstanding traditions of the field a particular feature is the focus on
different units of analysis individual chapters compare places systems times cultures values policies curricula and other units these chapters are contextualised within
broader analytical frameworks which identify the purposes and strengths of the field the book includes a focus on intra national as well as cross national comparisons
and highlights the value of approaching themes from different angles as already demonstrated by the first edition of the book the work will be of great value not only
to producers of comparative education research but also to users who wish to understand more thoroughly the parameters and value of the field

Singapore Journal of International & Comparative Law
2003

the oldest substantial body of religious texts from ancient egypt consists of the pyramid texts these are hieroglyphic religious texts inscribed upon the interior walls of
the pyramid tombs of kings and queens beginning around 2345 bce this book explores the pyramid texts
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The Middle Kingdom Ramesseum Papyri Tomb and its Archaeological Context
2020-08-15

a study in the tendencies of asiatic mentality

Comparative Education Research
2014-06-09

the oxford handbook of egyptology offers a comprehensive survey of the entire study of ancient egypt from prehistory through to the end of the roman period it seeks
to place egyptology within its theoretical methodological and historical contexts indicating how the subject has evolved and discussing its distinctive contemporary
problems issues and potential transcending conventional boundaries between archaeological and ancient textual analysis the volume brings together 63 chapters that
range widely across archaeological philological and cultural sub disciplines highlighting the extent to which egyptology as a subject has diversified and stressing the
need for it to seek multidisciplinary methods and broader collaborations if it is to remain contemporary and relevant organized into ten parts it offers a comprehensive
synthesis of the various sub topics and specializations that make up the field as a whole from the historical and geographical perspectives that have influenced its
development and current characteristics to aspects of museology and conservation and from materials and technology as evidenced in domestic architecture and
religious and funerary items to textual and iconographic approaches to egyptian culture authoritative yet accessible it serves not only as an invaluable reference work
for scholars and students working within the discipline but also as a gateway into egyptology for classicists archaeologists anthropologists sociologists and linguists

Yearbook of Comparative and General Literature
1993

this remarkable book is the most ambitious work on mythology since that of the renowned mircea eliade who all but single handedly invented the modern study of
myth and religion focusing on the oldest available texts buttressed by data from archeology comparative linguistics and human population genetics michael witzel
reconstructs a single original african source for our collective myths dating back some 100 000 years identifying features shared by this out of africa mythology and
its northern eurasian offshoots witzel suggests that these common myths recounted by the communities of the african eve are the earliest evidence of ancient
spirituality moreover these common features witzel shows survive today in all major religions witzel s book is an intellectual hand grenade that will doubtless generate
considerable excitement and consternation in the scholarly community indeed everyone interested in mythology will want to grapple with witzel s extraordinary
hypothesis about the spirituality of our common ancestors and to understand what it tells us about our modern cultures and the way they are linked at the deepest
level

The Organization of the Pyramid Texts
2012-06-01
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from an archaeological perspective and drawing on new excavations kemp egyptology cambridge explores ways in which egypt of about 3000 1000 bc prefigures our
own culture he discusses what he sees as major shaping forces of the civilization such as political myth and ideology bureaucracy the quest for food and work
charismatic rule the political and economic constraints on daily life and the interplay between change and stability through the centuries contains many plans of
buildings and towns and redrawings of carvings annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Chinese Religion Through Hindu Eyes
1988

the chapters of this volume were presented at the twenty seventh and twenty eighth sokol colloquia on private international law held at the university of virginia
school of law in september 2014 and september 2015 acknowledgments p xi

Comparative Civilizations Review
2004

this study presents an articulated historical interpretation of egyptian animal worship from the early dynastic to the new kingdom and offers a new understanding of
its chronological development through a fresh review of pertinent archaeological and textual data

The Oxford Handbook of Egyptology
2020-11-10

The Origins of the World's Mythologies
2012-12-13

Ancient Egypt and the East
1925

Ancient Egypt
1926
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Ancient Egypt
1991

Comparative International Law
2018

Religious Practice and Cultural Construction of Animal Worship in Egypt from the Early Dynastic to
the New Kingdom
2021-10-21
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